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Tick the correct answer to use adverbs in the correct position for the following questions:  1x15=15 
1. I _____________________ so rudely to anyone.  

i. Have never spoken  ii. never have spoken   iii. have spoken never 
2. She ____________________ dancing during weekends. 

i. Goes often   ii. often goes    iii. is often goes 
3. If the weather is nice, I __________________ on weekends. 

i. Go usually fishing  ii. go fishing usually   iii. usually go fishing 
4. When we were young, we ___________________ in the hills. 

i. Always went camping ii. went camping always  iii. went always 
camping 

5. It’s getting cloudy, it ______________________ tonight. 
i. Probably will rain  ii. will probably rain  iii. will rain probably 

6. I _____________ sushi, in fact, I hate it. 
i. Don’t really like  ii. really don’t like   iii. don’t like really 

7. I _________________ to see this movie soon. 
i. Am going definitely  ii. definitely am going  iii. am definitely 

going 
8. He is ___________________ that he never eats at home on weekdays. 

i. So busy almost  ii. so almost busy   iii. almost so busy 
9. It __________________ and so we couldn’t see the sunrise. 

i. Was cloudy unfortunately ii. Was unfortunately cloudy iii. unfortunately was 
cloudy 

10. He ______________________ for batting practice finally.  
i. Reluctantly showed up ii. showed up reluctantly  iii. showed reluctantly 

up 
11. I ______________________ where the cat went.  

i. Often have wondered ii. have often wondered  iii. have wondered 
often  

12. Where __________________________ go out to eat? 
i. Do usually you  ii. usually do you   iii. do you usually  

13. You must __________________________. 
i. Attentively listen to your teacher 
ii. Listen attentively to your teacher 
iii. Listen to your teacher attentively 

14. It ______________________ to solve this exercise. 
i. Has been hard always ii. always has been hard  iii. has always been 

hard  
15. Your friends ____________________ to the party. 

i. Must also come  ii. must come also   iii. also must come 
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